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	Defining a new development life-cycle methodology, together with a set of associated techniques and tools to develop highly critical systems using formal techniques, this book adopts a rigorous safety assessment approach explored via several layers (from requirements analysis to automatic source code generation).


	This is assessed and evaluated via a standard case study: the cardiac pacemaker. Additionally a formalisation of an Electrocardiogram (ECG) is used to identify anomalies in order to improve existing medical protocols. This allows the key issue - that formal methods are not currently integrated into established critical systems development processes - to be discussed in a highly effective and informative way.


	Using Event-B for Critical Device Software Systems serves as a valuable resource for researchers and students of formal methods. The assessment of critical systems development is applicable to all industries, but engineers and physicians from the health domain will find the cardiac pacemaker case study of particular value.
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Microsoft Visual C++ Windows Applications by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2008
With this book you will learn how to create applications using MDI, complex file formats, text parsing and processing, graphics, and interactions. Every essential skill required to build Windows desktop-style applications is covered in the context of fully working examples.

The book begins with a quick primer on the C++ language, and...
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Strabismus Surgery and its ComplicationsSpringer, 2007


	Strabismus Surgery and its Complications is divided into two

	distinct sections. Part I outlines the surgical management of

	strabismus in 17 chapters. A full range of topics is covered

	including basic anatomy and physiology, surgical planning,

	preoperative and postoperative management, and surgical

	techniques. Surgical...
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Building Web Applications with Python and Neo4jPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop exciting real-world Python-based web applications with Neo4j using frameworks such as Flask, Py2neo, and Django


	About This Book

	
		Develop a set of common applications and solutions with Neo4j and Python
	
		Secure and deploy the Neo4j database in production
	
		A step-by-step...
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Microsoft Windows Azure Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The Windows Azure Platform is Microsoft's Platform-as-a-Service environment for hosting services and data in the cloud. It provides developers with on-demand compute, storage, and service connectivity capabilities that facilitate the hosting of highly-scalable services in Windows Azure datacenters across the globe.


	This...
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SamsTeachYourself TweetDeckSams Publishing, 2011

	Do you like to tweet? Or follow other people’s tweets? Are you a heavy Facebook user? Do you like to follow your favorite entertainers on MySpace? Do you network with other business professionals on LinkedIn? If you engage in one or more of these activities, you know how time consuming the whole social networking thing can be. This is...
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HP Vertica EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to deploy, administer, and manage HP Vertica, one of the most robust MPP solutions around


	About This Book

	
		Learn cluster management and techniques to improve performance in Vertica
	
		Deploy local segmentation and get to grips with the concept of projections
	
		A simple,...
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